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Foreword
We’ve expanded our
offering of access
equipment with the
introduction of an Italian
brand of tracked
articulated aerial work
platforms.
Komatsu users will be
cheered to know they
can now buy Komatsu
forklifts from Godrej in
Rupees.
As we address more and
more industries and
applications with a
widening product and
services portfolio, trade
fairs remain an important
and integral part of our
marketing
communication. In this
edition we mention 3
trade fairs, including one
in Dubai.

Godrej introduces new access
equipment from IMER group
After the successful
introduction of the
iTECO range of
scissors lifts, Godrej
has expanded its
association with the
IMER group of Italy. We
are happy to announce
the introduction of SelfPropelled, Tracked,
Aerial Work Platforms
from IHIMER, part of
the IMER group.

for indoor and outdoor
use. The equipment
comes with a provision
to switch to a 220 V
mains electric motor if
required.

Known as the LEM
series, these AWPs are
available in both, petrol
and diesel versions,
making them suitable

A special feature of the
LEM series is their very
narrow width of less than
1 m that allows them to
navigate cramped,

The working height in
the LEM product range
varies from 12.2 m to
21.7 m. Rotating turrets
enhance operational
versatility.

Read more about new
features introduced by
Crown in their range of
Double Stackers and
also about the
prestigious iF award
bestowed on Crown’s
WT 3000 series powered
pallet trucks.
Cheers!
Godrej MH team

Disclaimer
This content is the intellectual property of Godrej & Boyce Mfg.Co.Ltd, Godrej Material Handling and is copyright protected and legally privileged. Unauthorized copying, reproduction or distribution of
this information would amount to an infringement of law and would invite applicable penalties.
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Godrej introduces new access equipment from IMER group
-confined spaces and
narrow doorways. A
transport length ranging
from 3.36 m to 6 m and
a low machine weight of
1700 kg to 3000kg
makes the equipment
easily transportable.
The machines travel on
rubberized tracks (nonmarking tracks are an
option) enabling
application in various
locations without
damaging the floor.
Extending stabilizers
enable the equipment to
be used even on

uneven, rough
surfacesand slopes.

-

LEM series Aerial Work
Platforms find
application in airports,
universities, hotels,
resorts, shopping
complexes, hospitals,
townships, factories
and warehouses, to
name a few.
All types of
maintenance activities,
roof work, pruning trees
and working on street
lighting can be carried
out with LEM series
Tracked Access
Platforms.

Your Crown WT 3000 series powered pallet truck is a global design award
winner
Crown’s WT 3000
series battery operated
powered pallet trucks
(BOPT) have been
awarded the globally
renowned iF design
award for 2011.
Competing against
myriad products from
various industries and
applications, winning
this award for excellent
design is a matter of
great prestige and
honour. Instituted in
1953, the award winner
is entitled to use the iF
award label on the
winning product.
A jury of international
experts awards the
coveted iF Product
Design award to
products which show
true excellence in
industrial design and so
reflect the company’s
innovatory prowess.

Recently,Crown
.
bifurcated
the range of
these machines into the
pedestrian version which
continues to be called
WP 2300 and the
Hitherto, Crown BOPTs platform version, which
were designated as the now forms the WT 3000
series.
WP 2300 series.
In 2011, the jury
selected their favourite
entries from 1,121
participants from 43
countries.
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Double Stackers from Crown promise to double handling productivity in the
staging area in your warehouse
The staging area of a
warehouse is normally a
busy area, with
powered pallet trucks or
counterbalance forklifts
working hard to move
the incoming or
outgoing material as
quickly as possible.
Crown’s double
stackers, address the
productivity of this area
in a unique manner – by
handling two pallets
together in doubledecker fashion. The
equipment has two sets
of forks. The upper set
is mounted to a mast
and works like a stacker
with a max. fork height
of 2600 mm, while the
lower set of forks
functions exactly like a
powered pallet truck.
The operator can lift
one pallet clean off the
ground on the upper
fork pair and then pick a
second pallet on the
lower pair of forks. Both
pallets can be moved
together to the stacking
area for storage or to
the lorry for dispatch.
Handling two pallets
simultaneously means
you need half the
number of trips to clear
the work load in the
staging area.
This popular machine in
Crown’s range –
designated the DT 3000
series – are available in
pedestrian version, with
a folding platform and
with a fixed platform.

The fixed platform models
are now available with a
few enhancements
●

●

●

●

You can choose a model
with a rear entry for
normal ride-on
operation over longer
distances, or with a
side entry and rear
backrest. The side
entry version is useful
if the operator needs to
get on / off the truck
frequently for order
picking or data
management activities
while transporting
goods
Fixed platform models
are fitted with patented
Entry Bar Safety
switches. This feature
makes the truck stop
immediately if the
operator moves his
foot outside the
platform’s perimeter –
a major safety
enhancement

Crown’s rear-entry DT 3000 can also be fitted with
the company’s patented, weight-adjustable
FlexRide platform suspension system.

Crown’s side-entry DT 3000 models are fitted with
patented entry bars and safety switches

Other features of Crown
Double Stackers
include a low step
height, wide entry
space and cushioned
backrests or side
supports
For really demanding
conditions, rear entry
models can also be
fitted with Crown’s
patented, weightadjustable FlexRide TM
platform suspension
which can be tuned to
the operator’s weight.
This creates an even
more comfortable
working environment
for greater efficiency

Crown’s DT 3000 double stacker truck in
application
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Komatsu forklifts are now available for sale in Indian Rupees
That’s right! You can
now buy a Komatsu
forklift from Godrej and
pay in Rupees.
Building on the
successful marketing of
the Komatsu range of
forklifts in India over the
last few years, Godrej
have begun stocking
the faster moving
models of Komatsu
forklifts.

Besides being able to
buy Komatsu forklifts in
Indian Rupees, our
customers can now
enjoy another major
benefit – greatly
reduced delivery times!
So contact your nearest
Godrej branch and find
out how soon you can
get your next Komatsu
forklift.

Godrej at the Materials Handling Middle East 2011, Dubai
Materials
Handling Middle East is
a major trade show of
the material handling
and storage industry in
the Middle East region.
This biennial show is
held at the World Trade
Center in Dubai and
Godrej have
participated in every
edition of this show
since 2003.
At the 2011 edition of
the expo, Godrej
Material Handling
participated together

with the Godrej Storage
Solutions Group. Besides
our 3 tonne diesel forklift,
we displayed our latest
Bravo series electric
forklift which generated
considerable interest.
The exhibitor profile
covered almost all
verticals like lift trucks,
storage systems, flooring
solutions, WMS
providers, automation
providers, system
integrators and accessory
equipment suppliers.
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Godrej Material Handling serves the hospitality industry
Godrej addresses
the needs of the
hospitality sector with
the Tennant range of
floor cleaning
equipment, iTECO
scissors lifts, Leader
personnel lifts and
Godrej and Crown
hand pallet trucks.
These are the kind of

equipment typically used
by hotels and resorts for
facility maintenance
work.
We participated in the
Hospitality India 2011
exhibition – a trade fair
dedicated to the food and
hospitality industry – held
in September 2011 at
Panaji, Goa.

Visit us at EXCON 2011
EXCON 2011 is an
international
construction equipment
and technology trade
fair being held from 23rd
to 27th November 2011
at the Bangalore
International Exhibition

Centre,This is South
East Asia’s largest event
for construction
equipment.

global and Indian giants
in the construction
equipment industry.

On display from Godrej is
Organized by the CII, the our new 10 tonne diesel
show is expected to draw forklift, a rough terrain
telescopic handler from
wide participation from

Merlo, a scissors lift from
iTECO and a Leader
personnel lift.
We will be delighted to
receive you at our stand
number 918. See you
there!

We hope that this issue was of value to you. If you have any queries or questions about our products, feel free to get in touch with us. You can send
us your query on the email address below to ask for information or visit our website.

In case of any queries, feel free
to contact:
Vikrant Shitole
Manager – Marketing
Godrej Material Handling,
Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
Plant 16, Pirojshanagar,
Vikhroli, Mumbai – 400 079
Ph: +91 22 6796 4660
Fax: +91 22 6796 1519
Email: mhemktg@godrej.com

www.godrejmhe.in
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